Pleasant Valley Park
Phase 2 Trail Proposal,
Recommended Trail Names,
And Tree Identification Signs
In 2005, the PV Park Volunteers were granted permission to construct a series of trails in Pleasant Valley Park.
Construction started in the spring of 2006 and continued in 2007, with the approved trails being about 80 percent
complete at this time. We anticipate completing the remainder of the approved trails during 2008. We therefore are
requesting approval of another phase of trails for construction.
Proposed Phase 2 Trails
•

Phase 1 Trails are shown in green on the first attached map (Fig 1). Completed portions are solid; the portion
still under construction is dashed.

•

Proposed Phase 2 Trails are shown in red, numbered, and described below:

1.

This trail will extend the initial trail at the park, leading to a more complete loop that both starts and ends at the
parking lot. Currently, trail users must return along the farm road, which is often muddy and wet with puddles.
To build this trail, a small portion of an old farm road between the two ponds will be closed to vehicles using
wood posts and/or split rail fence, as coordinated with the Parks Foreman. The road to be closed is NOT the
primary farm road used to access the park, but a less desirable alternate. This old section of road is relatively
poorly drained and is muddy when wet. Closure to vehicles will prevent a vehicle from getting stuck in the
mud, or from possibly sliding over the side of the road embankment, which is quite steep in areas. In order to
improve the trail in this area, we plan to build up the surface with landscape fabric, crushed stone, and
limestone dust in a manner similar to what we have done on several soft sections of trail with great success.
The trail will then cross the main farm road, and run parallel to it (through the meadow) meeting the existing
trail in woods. The closure of the road between the ponds to vehicles does not pose any access issues to the
park since the main road across the dam of the lower pond is the primary access road to the park and will not
be affected.

2.

Trail on West side of central hill and connects with two trails from Phase 1. We have located the private
property corner and will keep the trail at least 20 feet from it.

3.

Trail along top of bluff overlooking Lyons Run, connects with trail 2 above and Phase 1 trail.

4.

Old farm grade from Phase 1 trail to unnamed tributary to Lyons Run. Currently used by some hikers and
hunters, needs little improvement other than clearing brush, and drainage of one wet area. This is by far the
best way to gain access to the unnamed stream that runs from the center of the park south to Lyons Run. While
currently a “dead end,” we feel that it is better to recognize and name it rather than have an “unofficial trail” as
is currently the case.

Recommended Trail Names
Jim Menhorn has asked us to come up with a system of names for the trails, primarily so that locations can be
communicated in the event of an emergency. We hope to have these names determined in time to include on the new
park map. This will be posted in the recently approved kiosk that will be built in the spring. Naming the trails will also
benefit the trail users when giving directions (“turn left on Hemlock Trail”) as well as the trail maintenance volunteers
(“There is a tree down on Chestnut Trail”).
Trail signs will be placed at all trail intersections as well as at all farm road crossings. The proposed trail marking
consists of 12”x12” white-on-brown, 0.063 gauge aluminum signs mounted on pressure treated 4x4 posts. These are
the same type of signs that are used for traffic signs, as well as on many of the trails in Duff Park. The Duff signs have
been there for a very long time, and are practically as good as new, and have almost certainly had no maintenance done
on them. We propose using these instead of routed wood signs for several reasons. First, we have no one in our group
capable of making routed wood signs. Use of these commercial signs will lead to a much more standard and consistent
appearance than routed signs made by different people at different times. The cost is also quite reasonable as we have
been quoted a cost of $11.50 each plus another $1 or so for shipping. The aluminum signs are readily obtainable from
many manufacturers, therefore enabling quick and easy replacement if needed. The lettering on the aluminum signs is
also more readable at a glance, especially compared to vertical lettered post signs. Being able to quickly read the signs
is especially important to mountain bikers which represent a significant portion of the trails users at PV Park. Specific
sign details and locations will be coordinated with the Parks Foreman. Our recommended trail names are:
A. Hank’s Trail (Pink) – to be named after Hank Kendall, who led the effort to construct the PV Park parking lot,
opening the park for usage by the public. Hank’s expertise in construction was instrumental in the design, layout and
construction of the parking lot. His knowledge of PennDOT requirements was vital to determining that the location of
the parking lot entrance had adequate sight distance for greater traffic volume than the park will likely ever generate.
Hank also did a great deal of chainsaw work and other construction on the first half of this trail. He passed away from
cancer in December 2006. At the family’s request, many people pledge money towards PV Park in lieu of flowers. The
remaining balance is sufficient to buy all of the signs needed for the first five trails in this list. We request that this trail
be named in his honor.
B. Hemlock Trail (Yellow) – named for the stand of Hemlock trees that are a major feature of this short trail.
C. Hornbeam Trail (Orange) – named for the Hop Hornbeam and Ironwood (American Hornbeam) trees that are
prevalent along this trail.
D. Chestnut Trail (Purple) – named for the Chestnut Tree found along the trail.
E. Red Maple Trail (Green) – named for the many Red Maple trees found near the trail; there is a particularly large
one near the intersection with Hank’s Trail.
F. White Oak (Blue) – named for the numerous large White Oaks found along this trail.
G. Red Oak Trail (Brown) – named for two huge Red Oak trees found along it; most of this trail is an old farm road
and it provides the best access the stream running through the center of the park.

Proposed Tree Identification Signs
The 4H Conservation Club and the PV Park Volunteers also propose marking selected trees with tree identification
signs available from Voss Signs, LLC. The signs are 4”x6” and are made of 0.070 gauge plastic. The signs have a tan
background with green print and include the common name, scientific name, a sketch of a typical leaf, and a brief
description of the tree as well as common uses of the wood. Only selected trees would be identified; usually very large
examples or areas where that type of tree is particularly dominant would be highlighted. The tags WILL NOT be
mounted to the tree itself, but to a pressure treated 4x4 or 5/4 x 6 post. At this time, we are aware of some 40 trees that
are present in PV Park for which signs are available. It is likely that more would be identified in the future. Exact
details of the post and mounting will coordinated with the Parks Foreman.

